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A SIMPLIFIED APPLICATION OF THE METHOD OF OPERATORS TO THE
CALCULATION OF DISTURBED MOTIONS OF AN AIRPLANE
By ROBERT T. JoNEs
)
SUMMARY tion of such equations are given by W&on and Routh
A tirnpl@d treatmentof the application of Heavi-side’s(references 1 and 3) and in mat@matical taxtbooks.
operational methodsto problems of airpluna dynamics ti The problems met in airpkme dymunics areoften more
given. Certain graphical metluwk and logarithmicfor- complex than the examples treated in textbooks and, -
mti that lessen the amount of computation in.oolvedare when an attempt is made to apply the given methods
explaimd. to their solution, di.&ulties of computation arise.
T/b problem of repre+wntinga gwt dimhwbanceor In view of the importance of investigating these
control manipulation is taken up and it is poinied out problems and since their solutioJMinvolve lengtiy cal.
that in certain cm.a arln%arycontrol munipu.lutiinwmay culations, it is desirable that as many mathematical
be dealt with a-sthough they imposed epecijic con.draints simplifications as possible be employed. Heaviside’s
on the airplime, thus awridingthe necessity of any in.te- method gives such a simplification, the solution of t&
gration whatever. differential equations being accomplished symboli@ly
The applicdon of the caikulatti dem-i.bedin the ted by a -le “em-ion ‘ieorem”” ‘ ,,.-,~
i9 Umtrated by several exampltx chosen to show the w3e THE DIFFERENTIALEQUATIONSFOR THEDISTURBED
oj themethodsand ilw practicability oj the grqphical and MOTIONS ,
logarithmicdmptdali.mw deecribed. An airplane in uniform flight maybe thought of as a
INTRODUCI’ION
free rigid body in equilibrium. Deviations of the air-
plane from this equilibrium condition may be caused
The theory of airplane dynamics in its present form by reactions due b control movement, gustiness in the
is due mainly to the original researched of Manchester air, or by some i.dluence such as the stopping of an
and Bryan on the stability of airplanes.. Later inves- engine. The motions of the airplane following such a
tigators, notably 13airstmv and W&on (reference 1), disturbance may be calculated if the momentmy
applied and extended the original conceptions of the accelerations or forces are lmown. It is obvious that
theory. Bryant and W& (reference 2) have re- this computation may be performed by taking small
cently shown how the operational mathematics of intervals of the time and calculating the velocities and
Eeaviside maybe used in applying the theory to prob- d.isplacements generated by the known accelerations
lema of the disturbed motions of airplanes. step by step, assuming the accelerations momentarily
Although the calculation of disturbed motions of COnstant.
aircraft is important in problems of flight safety, little The component Jinear and angular motions of the
experience has been gained in the practical application airplane in its deviations flom equilibrium are given
of the theory owing to its mathematical complexity. exact definition by constructing a set of axes rigidly
The present paper gives the results of resemches in the tied in the machine and considering its motions as
mathematical application of the theory. It h= been being those of the axes themselves. The motions
found, as suggested by Bryant and Williams, that the spoken of are then velocities and displacements of the
Heaviside method ailords the simplest and most direct airplane axes relative to the wth or the air. When
solution of these problems. In order to bring out the the airplane is in steady flight, it maintains a certain
advantages of this method, a treatment of its applica- equilibrium attitude with respect to the air and ta
tion is given and certain formulas and graphical con- the enrth. Thus for climbing flight at a given engine
structions are explained that make the calculations speed a deiinita angle of attack cud a definite angle of
eaaier. pitch must be preserved. Deviations from equilibrium
In their usual form, problems of airplane dynamics in either sense will introduca reactions; hence motions
depend for solution on the integration of simultaneous of the airplane axes relative to both air and earth
linear diilerential equations. Methods for the integra- must be considered.
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The aerodynamic reactions to the motions arise
from changed relative air velocities over the dMerent
parts of the airplane. The calculation or meamm+
ment of these componant aerodynamic reactions leads
to quantities lmown as “resistance derivatives” or
%tability derivatives,” which are taken as constant
factors of proportionality between the reactions and
the velocities or displacements of the motions. For a
more detailed exposition of the concept of stability
derivatives, the reader is referred to standard text-
books on aeronautics.
On account of the bilateral symmetry of the airplane
it is customary to divide the motions into two inde-
pendent groups, the lateral and the longitudinal, each
I
Id
consisting of thre,~degrees of freedom:
[i ~w” ~~~~ “/’ ,~~ti~~ ‘-’ $“”l:’.~-
4 I
Rolling.
,fA) ateral motJo~_________ Yawing.
Sidedipping.
‘~
~ /- & .~, c< ~ ‘,k~+ —. Pitchilg.
, /, ,(/.’, .!, I(B)LOnggtuti motions---- Vertical translation.Forward translation.
Presumably the reactions to small increments of
longitudinal speed or displacement do not sensibly
iufhmnca the lateral motions and the two groups may
be independently treated. In order to illustrate the
calculation of the ljstmy of a motion due to a given
disturbance, examples of lateral motions are chosen
although the methods used are equally applicable to
any set of degrees of freedom of the airplane. The
quantities that arise in the consideration of the lateral
motions are defied in the following table:
Velocities and displacements of airplane axes:
UO,equilibrium flight velocity along X axis.
o, component of flight velocity along Y axis
(sideslipping).
p, componmt of angular velocity about X axis
(rolling).
r, component of angular velocity about Z axis
(yawing).
~, angle of b-ink (relative to gravity).
Forces and moments remlved along airplane axes:
Y, component of force along Y d.
L, component of moment about X b- (rolJing
moment).
N, component of moment about Z axis (ymr@
moment). .
Accelerations of airplane:
YO= Y/m (force per unit mass).
&= L/m,kx’ (moment per unit moment of ~8r~a)-
iVO=N/mk.2(moment per unit moment of inertia).
Gust velocities resolved along airplane axes:
%, componmt of gust velocity directed along Y
axis.
To,component of angular velocity of gust about Z
axis.
IJO,component of angular velocity of gust about X
axis.
Ifo!rm-The signs of the gust velocities nre so
chosen that a positive gust produces the same aero-
@namic reaction on the airplane as a positive velocity
d the airplane in still air. The resolution of gust
velocities along the moving axes is exact only t,o the
iirstorder of the small quantities involved.
Airplane characteristics used as parameters:
Y,
Y,
L,
La
L,
N,
N,
N,
StabiliQ derivative in terms of accelera-
tiom-of airplane, thus: ,
), ,,- ‘q.>’$)<,2(
With the definition of the component motions that
we to be considered, the stabili@ derivatives will be
]f the form:
aL, aN, aY, eti
ap au ar .
where L, N, Y, respectively, are the rolling moment,
theya&ng moment, and the sidewise force, as they are
mstomarily defied.
It has been found convenient to transform all
@bility derivatives and disturbing effects into terms
)f accelerations of the airplane rather than retaining
‘hem as momenti and forces. This transformation
s accomplished by dividing out the appropriate
noments of inertia and the maw of the machine.
aL
I
?or example, — mkx2may be written simply as Lp;ap
-.
1. Iimilarly ~N mkz2=N, and ~y ‘m= Y,.
If the flight path is assumed to be horizontal (or
~emly so) and the main forward velocity UOto be
~ubstantirdlyconstmt, the equations of motio- in iI
ateral disturbance may be written:
~ side.slipping)$=gq–ruo+uys+%+ Yo
7$’
~ rolling) ‘t =vL,+-pLP+rL,+-Lo
@ yawing) ~= QN,+piVP+-rN,+No
(1)
b these equations the terms YO,LO,and NOrepresent
mown disturbing or controlling accelerations, assumed
o be given as functions of the time t. In the first
]quation the terms g~ and —r UOare, respectively, the
Accelerationsdue to gravity and to the rotation of the
noving axes. Since the axes chosen will ordinarily lie
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near the axes of the principal moments of inertia of
the airplane, terms involving the products of inertia
have been neglected.
INTEGRATIONOF EQUATIONSFOR VELOCITIESAND
DISPLACEMENTS
b previously mentioned, equations (1) maybe inte-
grated by taking small intervals of the time and calcu-
lating the velocities, and finally the displacements, by
assuming the accelerations $ etc., to be momen-
tarily constant. Although this method is sometimes
useful, it naturally leads to extensive numetical work.
The operational mathematics of Heaviide appear to
offer the most promisiig means of performing these
integrations.
The first step in integrating the equations of motion
by the operational method is to replace the symbol
-$ by the so-called “ditlerential operator” .D, which is
to be treated as though it were an ordinary algebraic
quantity; the equations are then rearranged with the
known disturbance effects on the right-hand. side:
(D– Yu)u–gfo+ (u,– YJr=Yo ‘
–L,v+ (D–LP)p–L,r=& (2]
—iVP-NPp+ (D–N,)r=ATO
Since DP =p, the. first equation may be operated on
throughout by D, reducing all to the same variablw
(v, p, r):
D(.D-Y,)v-gp+D( Z&Y,)r=DYO
–LP+(D–Lp)p–L7=& (2a)
–NP–NPp+ (D–N,)r=~O
With tha equations in this form, they may be solvei
for o, p, or r by. ordinary algebraic means; thus,
I DYO –g D(UO- Y,) I
(D–L,) – L,
No –N, (D–N,)
v= . (3)
D(D– Y,) –g D(UO– Y,)
I –L, (D–L,) –Lr I
I –N, –Np (D–N,) . I
The expansion of the determimmt of the numerato
in terms of minors resultkin:
In the calculation of any of the velocity components
he same denominator appears; if this determinant is
lenotid by ~(11), the forms of these components are:
v.
Itc.
Thus far the solution of the equations of motion has
~rogressedsimply on algebraic grounds, the required
pmntitiea (v, p, etc.) having been found explicitly in
mms of the symbol D. The symbol D was defined as
he operation of derivation with respect to the time t,
crpressedby writing
d
‘=&
I!he tekns of the solution f(D)/1’(D) indicate that the
‘ormal operations are to be performed on whatever
i.mctions follow them as factors. Since they contain
he symbol D ih their denominators, it becomes neces.-
ary to define the operation indicated by l/D or D-l.
is D is an operation and not a number, iiwreciprocal is
iefined as the inverse of the operation of di.iferentiation,
‘ather than as the derividive itself divided into 1.
J7heinverse of differentiation is integgtion: thus,
Fl=f . . . dt
I!he operations indicated by the ratios of polynorniab
n D that occur in the terms of our solution then consist
]f a succession of differentiations V(D)] and a succes-
ion of integrations [F(D)] -l. It is clear that the
lature of the problems at hand requires that the result-
mt of these operations be an integration, which is
~hownby the fact that the polynomial F(D) is invar-
iably of higher degree in D than any of the polynomials
f(n)\—, .
THE ~ANSION EQUATION
By treating the disturbances (such as YO,NO,.&) as
&continuous functions of the time, Heaviside obtained
Jolutions of equations similar to the foregoing by a
simple theorem. The substitution of YOinto Heavi-
side’s theorem results in
[m)M%,’+,]‘6)my _y -f(o)+F(D) 0–
where the A’S are the roots of the polynomial equation
F(D)=O. This polynomial, I’(D) =0, is used in the
study of the stabili~ of motion, being called the
“stability equation.” Its roots, Al A3. . . x,, give an
(D–L,) –L,
1
D(UO– Y,) D(UO– Y,)
DYO+ _–; h+
–9
NO (4)
–iVp (D–N,) (D–N,) P (D–L,) –L,
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indication of the natural tendencies of an airplane’:
motion and are used in the definition of stability.
b order to apply the foregoing theorem to th~
integration of equations of airplane motion it is nece9
wiry to assume that the disturbance terms (YO, A?O
etc.) due to the control or gust in question are instanti~
applied at the assumed origin of the time scale (t=O’
and remain constant thereafter. In the genersil c-w
the disturbance terms in the equations of motion carom
be thus represented as remaining constant althrmghfi
practical problems they may ahnost invariably bi
represented by means of functions of the form YOe“~
The interpretation of Heaviside’s theorem (equation (6)
when this form of function is used is (see referemx 2)
[.;, ~~ ]
~~dy:~~th~~b~e~~): ~..
important to note that a discontinuity of the ti’ctioI
representing the disturbance at t= O is implied as ti
equation (6).
By the substitution of (tn) for n in equation (7)
expressions that can be used -when the disturbance
Ii
3’.
=s-
F(D)“i%rD=x5t i%
t
l-i
Rams l.–MaP ofPolynomial F(D)=D4—0D44D H-CD-Mnmr ?.aro.
F(D)+FO.)1=0when D+bWJ.
are represented by forms involving sin nt or cos nt are
obtained
A
-+
If ‘in) =A+2? then the expressions for the sine andF(in J
cosine forms separately become
Jz2y ~ ~~
F(D) 0
“Ptin’+Bmsn’+2(*2)Reatl‘8)
A
‘(D)Y cos ntF~ 0
These latter forms are particularly useful because
almost any arbitiary variation of gust or control may
be axpres.sedas a sum of sine or cosine terms. Thus if
YO=K, sin Rt+K, sin 7LJ+ . . . + etc.
W) y _ Y(D)K j(D)
~ O–m I sin n~t+F~Kg h %d+ . . . + etC.
s (lo)
Each of these terms maybe evaluated by equation (8).
SOLUTIONOF OPERATIONALEQUATIONS
FtNDINGTEEROOTSOFTHEEQUATIONF(D)=O
The expansion equations given for the forms
t(D)/F(D) require the roots of the complementary
equations F(D)= O for their solution. In cases of
airplane motions this equation is normally of the fourth
degree in D; hence it ia not practicable to find the roots
directly. Although a number of methods for approxi-
mating the roots of such equations have been devised,
the most direct -wayis to draw a curve of the function
F(D) againstD, locating the real roots as the points
crossing the D axis. Usually in equatiom of this
type near roots may be isolated by sqpmating the
equation into two parts. Thus, if
F(D)= P+a.P+lO+cD+d=O (11)
there will usually be a large real root near 2Y= –aP,
or D=—a, and a small one near D= —$ This
division follows from the consideration that large roots
are more dependent on the coefficients of the higher
powem of D and small roots, on the lower powem.
If the natural motion of the airplane contains oscillat-
ory components, as it usually does, there will be pairs
of conjugate complex roots of the polynomial F(D) =0
in addition to the real rooti. The determination of
these roots is naturally more d.iflicult, although if real
roots have been previously found they may be used
to reduce the degree of the equation by synthetic divi-
sion and the determination of further roots will be-
mrne progwaively easier. Complex roots of such an
jquation may be directly found by plotting a map of
ihe polynomial F(D) for various values of 11using the
coordinates D=z+{y and finding the zero point, or
:oot, by interpolation, as is shown in figure 1. If a
mry accurate value of the root ia required it m~y be
:onvenien$ to plot the region of F(D) nenr the origin
;0 a magnified scale. Since the polynomial is what
s lmown as an “analytic function” (reference 4),
(12)
md the map in its smallestparts will consist of square-s.
b this way a more accurate interpolation may be
nade or a process analogous to Newton’s method may
>eapplied.
It will be found most convenient to calculate the
m.riousvalues of F(D) by means of a vector diagram
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as shown in fi
Y
e 2. If trial values of ~ me expressed
in the form (cos L9+i sin 0) or lie{o, vectcms repre-
senting each of the terms of the polynomial may be
simply calculated. The problem is to make dl terms
of the polynomial balance each other and it is readily
seen how this may be accomplished by varying 0 to
change the relative inclinations of the vectors and by
varying B to change their relative lengths. The
advantage of this method is that it enables a close
approximation of the value of a root with a minimum
number of trirds, the diagram making apparent how
mmrly all the vectom cancel each other.
SOLUTIONOFEXPANSIONEQUATIONS
The numerical operations indioated in the expansion
equations (6) iw (9) call for calculations with complex
numbers (i. e., roots of ~(11)=0). A great deal of the
labor involved in these computations maybe saved by
the use of graphical and logarithmic methods.
Thus, if it is desired to cnlculate values of the com-
plex terms occurring in equation (6), the logarithmic
formula
-f(~J @& k,t+logf(AJ –log xl–log F’(h) (13)
10gm
is used. I?or the purpose ‘of calculating these loga-
rithms, it is convenient to espress the complex numbem
(A,, f(~l), etc.) as vectors of radius R md angle &
writing, for example,
~l=a+ib=Rl (COSol+i sin 01)=Rle% (14)
by De Moivre’s formula.
A complex term of equation (6) my then be written,
% ex,t+i(a.+,+)
‘m (15)
=@tt+t$l
Then
f(h) ~a,f=x,t+log 2%+i80
10gm (16)
and the resultant logarithm may be plotted as a s~aight
line A,t+constant, which is then divided or extended to
represent any division or extension of the time t over
whioh the calculation is made. (See fig. 3.) The iimd
vector3 will repre3ent the complex values of
and it is seen that the ordinates of the points of the line
Alt+constant are the angles of these final vectors while
the abscissas are the logarithms of their radii.
By a separation of the two components of the imagi-
mry root A=a+i6, the logarithmic formula may be
educed to
f (a+ib)
10g(a+i3)F’(a+ib)
e(a+m) & (~+ti) t+lOg &)+@O
= (log B’,+(zt)+i(oo+bt) (17)
The final formula, where Al=a+iJ, then becomes
(18)
~r,by De Moivre’s theorem,
*d~=12#P[ws (bt+o,)+i sin (bt+eo)l (19)
The points thus plotted will lie on a logarithmic
Ipiral (fig. 3); the deviation of this spiral from a circle
@ Ii
l-i a~3
FIrNJM2-Qraphicdmethcdoflwaticgmlumofl’(~)nm.rmm,where
lW).D4-aD+b@i-cD+d. DI-SI+fUFRIC%.RI(OX e,+ib OJ
~howsthe influence of damping on the natural motion
)f the airplane.
The summation indicated in equation (6) calls for
he plotting of such a logarithmic spiral for each of the
:omplex roots. Since the9e roots always occur in con-
ugate pairs, the calculation maybe carried out for one
)f such a pair and a spiral calculated for the secbnd
wouldbe exactly conjugate to the first. Thus, it is only
lecessary to perform the foregoing calculations for one
not of each pair, the summations indicated in the
quations being carried out in effect by merely doubling
he abscissas of the points of one of the conjugate
@mls. If A,=a+ib and A,=a—ib, this summation
nay be written:
The formulas for the integration of terms containing
in ni and cos ti may be put into a more convenient
‘orm for the graphical or logarithmic calculations, i. e.,
(22)
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In these forms the graphical construction of the terms For the velocitie9 of an assumed gust, forms involv-
+
j(in ~int proceeds along the- same lines m“ that of the ye
“~ are useful. Thus, if the gust is considered a ,
~(in transient” one, disappearing rapidly from an arbi-
terms involving complex roots A. Hare the re- trary initial value, the form (A) (fig. 4)
suiting diagrams will be circles, divided into equal
angles as ni may be ‘&tided. In case A is complex the
oo=~e-’f (24)
plot of an d’ term will be a logarithmic spiral as before may be used. Here VIis the initial value and -n is
and it is importar.it to remember that the summation chosen to make the gust diminish in any required way.
eat - /oqRo+ <eo+At
t=1.0.
,.;(log~o+afl)+~(eo+bfl) .
t=o~.
iq
J
‘.
-i
over each of a pair of conjugate roots is accomplished
by doubling the abscissasof the spiral obtained for one.
WAYS OF REPRES~G GUSTS AND CONTROL
MANIPULATIONS
GUST DISTURBAN~
If the disturbances to be considered are due to gusts,
the terms YO,& etc. of equatiogs (1) will be of me form
Y~=u&,+roY,
No=u&.+p&,+rJV,
(23)
where rO,po,and Toare the component velocities of the
gust, which may vary with the.time. As given, the ief-
erence system for specifying these gusts has been chosen
so that a positive gust velocity may be considered as
producing the same aerodynamic reaction on the air- I
plane as a positive airplane velocity in still air. All
such gusts must be assumed to be moderati so that
second-order effects “may be neglected. (See refer-
ence 1.) “. I
o.,
,’
.
-+
If the gust is to be made to start from an initial value
of zero and to persist with the time, the form (B)
~=fi(l-e-n~ (26)
may be used. (See reference 1.)
For the purpose of representing gusts that arise with
any degree of sharpness from zero velocity to a given
peak value and then diminish, the form (C) may be
used:
~O=~e-nt (1—e-~~) (26)
The sharpnws.of the ‘rise of this gust is governed by
-m and the decrease by -n, since its curve approached
that of (l-e-~) near the origin and iinally becomes
asymptotic to e-m.
In the- case of a rotating gust it is probably more
logical to use-the transient forms that represent the
gust as disappear@ in time instead of being persistent.
CONTIfOLL~MOTIONS
When cmisidering controlled motions, it is often just
as reasonable to assume that the airplane is under a
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kinematic constraint, or prescribed acceleration, im-
posed by the control as to assume that the pilot usw
the control in an arbitrary way. This ssmunption
leads to the inversion of the integration problems here-
tofore considered, because the motion of the airpkme
is itself predetermined and the forces and moments (or,
more properly, accelerations) required to be supplied
by the controls are calculated by differentiation. The
ability of various control devicas to produce a given
maneuver of the airplane may thus be compared and
the degree of coordination required of the-othar-con-
trols maybe stu~ed.
The foregoing procedure is a particularly useful way
of studying the lateral-control effectiveness in turns.
Turn maneuvers, which usually .begin and end in level
1-Vo=.vt “.---.-----------
Vo [
.-
t
(A) ’vo--qe-n’ “ . . . -
,.-
~..~
-_xL1.------__7-----
( .,
,“
Vo
.-
,’ .-
t
(B) L+- ZJl(1 -e-n+)
1’
‘IA’ ~--—-----—so
1’
(C) v.-Ke-’’’el-e-m’f
FImrtE 4.-Cnrve9 of dffforent fornmk for rofnwmti suds.
flight, may be described by means of a few sine or
cosine terms. For example, the angle of bank w may
be given by
p=constamt+Al cos nt+Az cos 2nt+etc. (27j
(See fig. 5.) “The rate of rolling at every instant
u-du.rallyfollows by differentiating this equation. If
he turn is to be “perfect,” that is, with no sideslipping,
he rate of yawing throughout must bear a definite
elation to the angle of bank, namely,
.
r=’+oh p (28)
~r,simply,
r=& if q is under 30°
3ifbrenfiiathrg the expressions for p and r gives the
wcelerations in rolling and yawing and hence the
1 I 1 I 1 I , , , I ,, ,
I ,$ t Al
t I /T
1 1 I I 1 1 I 1 I 1 I , u
IN-411
MUJEE 6.-spedacatfon9fcaa tarnIn@,rmnvorfnWbfcb tbe mnstmfnb are gfvan by
P-I)4AI+AI mnt+)L41cusm fl~; r~o %
noment9, “which will arise from two’ sourcw: the
:eactions due to natural stability and the reactions
produced by the displaced controls. The reactions
mising from the motions are found by combining the
known stability derivatives with the angular velocities
p and r, obtained from the specification equations (27)
md (28). The parts of the momenti necessmily
mpplied by the controls are then obtained by deduct-
ing these from the tctal moments. In the -e of the
tieron control, secondm-y moments in yaw result from
tbe application of rolling moment, which modify the
unount of rudder control displacement necessary.
CONTROL AGAINST GUSTS OR EN- FAILURE
In order to deal with attempted control of a given
distnrbmce it is bportmt to consider that there is
nvariably a lag in the pilot’s reaction in countering
ihe motion. In” these cases it is possible to “-rime
;hat the distur@mce arises instantly, or” nearly so
jvhether persistent or not), and that the pilot’s &
]lacement of the corrective control takes place accord-
ng to the law
~=~(l—e-ti) (29)
:see @. 4(B)) where ~. is the assumed maximum con-
rol deflection, -irhicli occurs more or less quickly as
–n is made large or small.
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EXAMPLESSHO~G APPLICATIONOF OPERATIONAL
METHODSTO PROBLEMSOF AIRPLANEMO~ON .
The following examples illustrate the application o~
the ,various methods;to speci.iic problems of airplane
motion. The airplane assumed in these calculations
is a typical 2-passenger machine having the following
characteristics:
CHAEACPBRL9’I’1~ OF TYPICAL AIBPLANE
Type: Monoplane; aspect ratio 6; rectangular, rounded
tip, Clark Y wing; &he&d fmgle, 1°.
Dimensions:
Gross weight_________________ 1,600 lb.
Wmgspm __________________ 32 ft.
wtigw ___________________ 171 Sq. f+.
do’________________________ 1,216 slug-ft?
dz~________________________ 1,700 Slug-ft?
Stability derivatives:
m
The calculated principal lateral-tability derivativ~
of this machine given with the other chmacteristi~
refer to motions of a set of axes fixed in the airplam
but so inclined that the X axis points in the direction
of the relative wind in straight fight at the lift coei3i-
cient specified. The axes, nevertheless, move with the
machine during the small oscillations considered and
henee depart slightly from instantaneous referenee axa
iixed in the wind direction.
ILLUSTRATION OF SOLUTION WITH CONSTANT DISTURBANCE
TERM
%mrnple I, Rolling motion produced by deflecting
ailerons at low speed:
(a) Assume the machine to be in level steady flight
at a speed of 88.5 feet per second (0~= 1.0) and that
a rolling moment corrwponding to 01=0.04, with an
adveme yawing moment cm= —0.01, is applied sud-
denly at the time i=O. This condition corresponds
approximately to a full deflection of ordinary ailerons
at this speed.
(b) The equations of the motion in the three degrees
of lateral freedom may be setup without including the
expressions for the lateral air force, since this force is
small and may be neglected in this case. The equa-
tions are:
dv
~t=gp–ruo
1
d
z?~=vL,+pLP+rL,+~ I
(30)
dr
~=vN,+piVp+riVT+No
I
The terms Lo and iVOrepresent the accelerations due
m the constant control moments suddenly applied at
‘=0. mey are
&=G#
The substitution of D for d/dl,
rnentof the equations result in
D%-gp+DUF=O
(31)
and the rearrrmge-
‘1
–Lp+(D–Lp)p–L~=Lo
I
(32)
–NP–NPp+(D–N,)r=NO
Since the rolling motion is desired, the equations will
~e solved for p. ‘The algebraic solution is:
D o DUO
–L, G –Lr
–N, No (D–NJ
p=
P
–L,
–N,
which is then reduced
tion in equation (6),
–9 DUO
(D–L,) –L,
–Np (D–N,)
(;3)
to the form required for expan-
JI(D) fJD)N
P–~)Rm o (34)
rhe calculation of the various polynomials in D results
n:
fl(D) =p–N,D+ UoN& .
L(D) =L~– U&~
F(D) =P– (LP+N,)P+ (LJV,-L,N,+ uiv)~
(35)
( )
+ Uo WAJL-&, D+g(LNr–L,NJ
At the assumed speed of 88.5
CL=l.0), the constant rolling and
ions are
LQ= 1.68
N,=–O.301
feet per second
yawing accelera-
(36)
Jsing these numerical values, combined with those
~ven for the stability derivatives, the polynomials in
J become
.f,(D)=~+O.663~+2.W
Y2(D)=1.88D’+1.llD
I
(36n)
F(D) =D+3.89D+4.75D+ 1O.33D–1.13
b
‘D) by Heavi-h order to perform the expansion of
ide’s theorem it is necessary to determine the roots of
he complementary equation F(D)=O. When the
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polynomkd F(D) is plotted as a function of a real vari- The logarithm of the result naturally occurs in the form
able (D), two real roots of this equation are found: z+iy. Plotting this point on the prLperand construct-
XI=–3.41
1
(37)
ing from it a line parallel to & we obtain the locus of
As= 0.104
By the use of vector diagrams (see fig. 2) “and the plot-
lor (?$:::)b)~oa:
ting of a map of the polynomial considered as a func- for v~oua v~u~ of t (see ~. 3). The ~~ of
tion of a complex variable (D=x + iy), the following the iimd points are given by the ordinates of these
root wcs found by interpolation: logarithms and the absolute lengths by the antiloga-
A3=1.78 (Cos 1.73+; sin 1.73) (38) rithms of the abscissas. The final points are found to
An additional complex root that is the conjugate of& lie On a log~t~c SPir~ W’hOSer~US decre~~ ~th
is known to exist and completes the four roots of the the time (time m~~ed = Wle) *O* the d~Pti
fourthdegree equation, of this component of the motion. The summation
~=1.78 (CCS1.73–i sin 1.73) (39) o~er the two conjugate roots & and &is accomphhed
The next step is to set up the integration equation
mthout any further calculation by merely doubling
the abscissas of the points plotted above, as has beenand perform the indicated operations. Since the
pointed out. The values thus obtained are listed inapplied control moments ~ and 370are constants, form
(6) will be used
the following table:
The various terms to be substituted in this formula
he found to be:,
%k+f%ho=o- ~ I
t
(41)
AF’(A)=4X4+ll.67 k’+9.49X2+10.33Xj
These terms me to be calculated for the four (real and
complex) values of the roots. h the case of the red
roots the calculation is made without resorting tc
~aphical methods. For AI=–3.41, the value
+=-0484r”d’Jfl(wm+ 2(M~o
and for X2=O.1O4
+=02”
_fl(k2).L+ 02)JJ0
It will be convenient to perform graphical
tions to determine the other parts of the solution
corresponding to the complm terms. This result i
accomplished by calcuhuting the square, cube, anc
fourth power of the absolute length of k and by mul
tiplying ench of these viducs by the proper coefhcienti
in the polynomials and 3’(D). By vector additiol
the value of the fit polynomial was determined as
~l(M~+~a(h)~0=3.99 (Cos5.23+~ ~ 5.23) (441
(42)
(43]
calcula.
(40)
Tableofvalue-sobtainedfrom gra~hicalcondrudion
(fdnds) p(w+fwl, I
I 1
At the time -&=O,ex’ will be unity so that the initial
~ondition of zero rate of rolling should be given by the
mm of its coefficients. The summation
–0.484+0.277+0.184=-0.023
&ows how nearly this condition is attained. Figure 6
Jhowsthe rwdtsnt rate of rolling and the components
Dfthe solution corresponding to each of the four roots,
A In addition to the rolling curve obtained by the
E&egoing methods, other curves obtained by step-by-
3tep integrations of the same equations of motion are
given. In the calculation of these curves, steps of one-
tenth and one-twentieth second were taken, which
resulted in the differences shown.
and the second
&~’(AS)=40.6 (COS5.60+; sin 5.60). (45)
Since the quotient of these values is to be multiplied
into ei~’for a series of values of t it will be convenient
to use the logarithm of this quotient, simply adding tc
it the various valuw of kt for which the calculation k
to be made. This logarithm is
Iogf’ (~’)~+f~l~)~o1 —= (log 3.99–log 40.6) +i(5.23–5.60)=–2 .32–O.38 i
LLLUSTEATION OF SOLUTION WITH VABIABLE DL9TUBBANCE
TERMS
Example II, Sideslipping during 2-control turn
maneuvar:
(a) &sume the airplane to perform a specilied bank-
ing maneuver by application of a vmiable rolling mc-
ment. If no yawing moments (from either rudder or
(46)
—.——— — - -..
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ailerons) are applied, the natural stability of the air-
plane will cause it to turn in a di.wition appropriate tc
the direction banked. Such a turn is called a “2-con-
trol turn,” inasmuch as only two (ailerons and elevator)
of the three available controls are used. Since there
will not be a very perfect coord.iimtion between th~
banking and yawing, some sideslip wilI result. It is oj
interest to lmow the approximate amount of thi
?he, seconds
FIQUBE6.—F@mdtof mmple mmpntatfon mmpmed wfth step-by9tep in@—atkms
example1. EoUfng motion followfngsnddon delktkm ofafkmm Typical 1,.WO
-d oh-. CL-L% CI=UW Cm=4.01.
sideslip during such a turn in studying the practica-
bility of 2-control operation.
(b) The fit step in this problem is the determination
of a suitable expression for the banking part of the
. maneuver. It was considered that the pilot would
naturally conform his use of the control to the desired
motion of the airplane rather than move the control in
a predetermined way and accept whatever motion of
the machine followed. Hence it seems more logical
to specify the banking motion itself rather than to try
to predetermine a law of application of rolling moment.
The airplane is thus asaumed to be constrained in
banking by the aileron control so as to follow a well-
mecutcd bank maneuver and recovery. The usual
procedure in making a turn is to bank the machine up
to a deiinite angle, holding this angle steadily for a short
time while in the steady part of the turn, and then to
recover to level flight on the completion of the desired
angle of turn. A curve representing such a relation of
bank angle against time may be represented by a series
of only two cosine terms with a constant de- the
nitial and terminal conditions of level flight, or zero
N@ angle. (See fig. 7.) For a fairly sharp turn with
his small airplane the time required will be about 6
wconds if the maximum angle of bank is 30°. The
specification decided on is:
Bank angle, p= O.327–O.262 [COSt+ti cos 2i] (47)
which reaches a steady value of 30°, and gives level
Eight at t=O and t=27 seconds. The rqte of rolling
k the rate of change of this angle of bank; or
P=~t=0.z62 sin t+ O.131sin 2t (48)
A constraint of the machine in one of its degrees of
keedom hwing thus been specified, it is only necessary
to consider the equations for free motion in the remain-
ng two degrees. As before, the lateral motion will be
issumed to be independent of the longitudinal. Thero
:emain only the sideslipping and yawing motioti to
~e considered. Their equations are:
(49)
dr
I
~=viV.+pNp+rN,
!dthough the equations oontain the rate of rolling and
;he angle of bank, these are to be considered as known
$ .6 I I
-. ~L%717kc!xw!%olnf
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FIGIJBB7.—Eanlt of compntathn; example IL Sldmllp dorlng a ‘Z-mntrolturn
menenver.
tom equations (29) and (30) and are, in fact, to be
~ed as the disturbance terms. Calling
Yo=&o 1“ (50)
NO=PNp j
md rearranging the equations as in the other problems:
V=&+r=Yo
I (61)– UoN,fi+ (D– N,) r=ATO
solving
or
where
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algebraically for Vlfi-o:
—..;0
Y, 1
No (D–-ivr)
I
D 1 I
I –UON, (D–N,) I
f,(D) =.D-Nr
j,(D)=–1
I’(D) =D’–N,D+ UON,
(52)
(52a)
(53)
If the airplane is to maintain its altitude while
turning, the speed must be adjusted ta give a higher
lift than that at an equal lift coefficient in level fhght.
At an asaumed lift coefficient of 1 the speed necesmg
to maintain altitude while turning at 30° bank is
found to be 95 feet per second. Actually, if this
speed is held throughout the specified maneuver, the
longitudinal path will be accelerated somewhat; this
condition will be neglected in the present problem.
The necessary stn,bility derivatives calculated for the
new condition are: ‘
N,=–O.712
ufl,=2.40 1 (54)NP=–0.323
The “disturbance effects” Y. and NOare (see equations
(46), (47), and (49))
Yn=o.111–o.0888 Cos -&-o.0222 Cos2t
.
NO= –0.0846 SiIl i –0.0423 sin 2#
md, iinally,
,(D)&=().lllf’@)
iqZT)–o.088dFm Cost
<z(D) Sh–o.0222j@ Cos 2t–o.084 ~
–o.042#~ sin 2tF(D)
(55)
t (56)
For the expansion of these terms in the integration
Jquations (6), (8), and (9), it is neceesary to how the
nets of F(D)= O. These are
~=N,+ @?-4U~,
2
1= —0.356~ 1.51i 1 (57)
Since both these roots are complex, the operations
ndicated in the integration equations were performed
yaphically in the manner previously shown.
The remdtaof these calculations are shown in figure 7.
The fact that the error in meeting the zero sideslip
}ondition at the start of the maneuver ma very small
(even though’ the graphical constriction of several
terms was required) gives an indication of the accuracy
}f the calculation.
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., Februu~ 19, 1936.
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APPENDIX,
EVALUATIONOF ELEMENTARYOPERATORS
A simple differential equation may be used to iUus-
trate briefly Heaviside’s method of evaluating more
elementary operational forms. (lmsidcr the ease of an
airplane executing pure rolling motion under the
influence of a suddenly applied rolling moment of
magnitude mk=2~, which producw the impulsive accel-
eration LO in roll. The equation of motion may be
written:
@
dt=P~+L (58)
in which both p and LOare supposed to have the value
zero at the time t=O.
The solution of this equation as ordinarily found will
consist of two parts, one of which is a solution of
@?_ L –0
dt p ‘–. . (59)
the “complementary equation?’, ‘In effect, Heatide
wrote both equations, (58) and (59), as one by intro-
ducing a discontinuous fimction of tinto (58). Thus,
(substituting the usual D)
D~–L,p=l (t)~ (60)
where the symbol 1(t) is termed the “unit function,”
and is supposed b have the value zero until the time
t=O nnd h take the value 1 thereafter. The algebraic
solution of (60) is then written
P=&” ,W)LO (60a)
and it is required to evaluate the form
The procedure is to expand the fraction by the bi-
nomial theorem in asoending powers of LP, thus,
(D–Lp)-’=D-’P.&+D+ 3Lp2+2+ . . . +etc. (61)
Since
~-’1 (t)=Jl (t)dt=l (t)t
(62)
D-21 (t) =J’1 (t)dtdt= 1(t)~f;etc.,
performing the indicated integrations results in
(D–Lp)-’l(t)=l(t)(t +~+~+ . . . ) (63)+ etc.
If this series is multiplied throughout by L, it becomes
identically the series for M except for the term 1,
that is
[LP(~-LP)-’+l]l (t)=l(t)& (64)
r
(D–LJ-’l(t)=&eW) (65)
me iinal solution of the original equation (1) follows as
p=l(t)~(ew-l) (66)
Such forms as the left side of equation (60), involving
he symbol D, are tamed “operators.” Equations
6) to (9) of the text are to be considered as evaluations
)f the more complex operatcm j(D)/~(11) along the
Lbove-indioated lines. The evaluation of a number
)f such forms is given in reference 5.
Equation (6) of the text is a shorthand method of
wriving at the foregoing solution. I’or the present
nwblem this formula is:
~d the various terms are:
f(D) =]
F(D) =D–LP
j(o) =1
F(o) = –Lp
A=L’
j(k)=l
F’(x) =1
(68)
The substitution of these terms in (67) results in
p=l(t):(ew-l) (69)
as before.
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